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(Archive): A Notebook Detailing a Group of People Engaging in
Exhibitionism and Sexually Extreme Practices
Maryland: [1996]

$800

32mo. Small notebook measuring 4½" x
3". Printed paper covers with depictions
of flowers. About fine with light
edgewear. A small notebook containing
approximately 232 words describing
exhibitionist displays of sexual activity
between a group of people living in or
around Maryland, 1996.

A regular commercial notepad with small written summaries of sexual occurrences between a group of
people identified as Pam Baldwin, and four other people; Stormy, Jack, Nancy, and the owner of the
notepad, who is unidentified. The entries are short, sometimes stating the location or action happening,
“Fence – someone whirled around, Pam shouted, privates kicked”. One section describes that after Pam
and Jack have sex, he calls his mother to make her upset. This person writes about asking someone to
have sex with them and has a couple phone numbers listed in the notepad. One of the phone numbers
belongs to Nancy, who in 1990 posted an advertisement for a nanny in the Frederick Post Newspaper,
printed in Frederick, Maryland.

Most of the accounts are violent with both Stormy and Pam either receiving or giving punches, being
kicked in the “privates”, or being shouted at. It’s also written that Pam would cry and lure women over
to her in the bathroom and then, “Expose herself to girls in restroom”. The age of the girls is unknown
but exhibitionism of genitalia and sex are constant in the notepad. One account describes a man on a
motorcycle waving his penis out for the group to see, while another account talks about a boy having
sexual intercourse with a cup, “Another boy had a cup at ground and was moving it in and out!” A later
description talks about making jokes to make “the boys” laugh, “Took hair tie out and was putting in
crotch and pretending it was a weenie”.

A strange and sexually charged
notepad filled with short
descriptions of sexual acts and
exhibitionism in Maryland,
1996. [BTC#424829]

